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The Power of Elmer!

APRIL MEETING

by J R Minor, K4GW
Most amateur radio operators already know what or who
an Elmer is. For those who don't, here is a simple
explanation. The term "Elmer" used in the ham radio
community, refers to a person who helps, or as the ARRL
refers to it . . . "mentors to a new or would-be amateur
radio operator".
The term was first coined in 1971 by Rod Newkirk,
VA3ZBB. Rod referenced the word "Elmer" in his QST
article "How's DX" column as "the guy who almost got
his ham ticket but Elmer the ham down the street moved
away and I lost interest". The word "Elmer" stuck, and is
still used quite frequently today.
When I first learned about amateur radio, my "Elmer"
(who's real name was Bill), fascinated me with his vast
knowledge of electronics. Bill Bray, W4BYA, was an
old retired gentleman who lived up the street from me on
Argonne Blvd. in Winston Salem, North Carolina. Bill
had his first "Wireless Operators License" hanging on
the wall in his radio shack.
I remember tracking through Bill's backyard on the way
home from school and seeing all those antennas in the
yard. One day I looked into his garage window and saw
shelves of radio equipment! I just knew he was a spy! A
few days later, I stopped

The general meeting of the Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club will be (as almost always) on the second Monday
of the month, April 11, at the NW NC Red Cross
Building at 610 Coliseum Drive. The meeting starts
at 7:30 PM but plan on arriving early, say 7 PM. to get
a good seat and to chat with fellow hams. Ham Exams
are offered at 6:30 PM but require preregistration (see
FCC Exams on page 2). The program this month will
be Radio Astronomy by Tom Gallagher, N4IOZ.

440 Band in Danger!
JIM N2ZZ
Division Legislative Action Coordinator

Please go to http://www.arrl.org/sample-letters . On that
webpage, you will find 1) A sample letter opposing HR 607
in its current form; 2) A link to the ARRL Webpage that
gives ARRL members contact information for their
Members of Congress; and 3) A link to information on how
to send your letters to our Washington lobbyist to handdeliver to Capitol Hill.
Continued on the next page

Continued on page 5, See Elmer

WB4MSG Starts a Scientific Maelstrom
by Don WS4NC

FARC member Gene Bowman WB4MSG has started a
scientific maelstrom involving the EPA, FEMA, the
NWS and the National Science Advisory Council. The
way the situation got to this point will require a little
scientific background.
Continued on page 4,see WB4MSG Maelstrom

A photo of the letter sent to Senator Burr’s office by
FARC regarding the 440 band. A similar letter went to
Senator Hagan and Representative Foxx.
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS
501(c)3) North Carolina corporation for the promotion of
Amateur Radio, and for the education and training of hams
and the general public primarily in Forsyth County, North
Carolina.
FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation
ever since. We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham
station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Dr.,
Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter repeaters,
146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone) & 444.275
(100 Hz tone).
FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building,
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. The club conducts its
main business meeting (sometimes called the Board Meeting)
on the 3rd Monday generally at the same location. This is
where most of the club’s business is conducted and all
attending members have a vote. All club members are
strongly encouraged to attend the business meeting. For more
information about FARC mail us at FARC, Inc., PO Box
11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call 336-245-5740; or
visit out web site at www.w4nc.com . Club email is to info -at
w4nc.org .
Officers for 2011 are:
President: Terry Brown, AK4D
Vice-President: Eric Bowen, WK4CW

Ham Radio License Testing
Congratulations to those passing in March testing:
DONALD C TUTTLE KK4BCX
BRUCE G HAGEMAN KK4BCY
TIMOTHY W WELBORN KN4KC
DOUGLAS M CHRISSMAN KK4BCZ
GLENN J BALL KK4BDA
Donald, Bruce, Douglas, Glenn, allow me to offer each of
you a hearty congratulations on your new licenses and
call letters. Each of you have the distinct privilege of
obtaining call signs in the new “KK4” group. Tim,
Congratulations on your upgrade and welcome to the
prestigious ranks of the Amateur Extra Class. I look
forward to chatting with each of you on the air.
Amateur radio testing for new applicants as well as
upgrades will be given the 2nd Monday of every month,
except December, prior to the FARC regular meeting. All
test participants are invited to attend the meeting. The
time is 6:30 PM and the place is the Red Cross building
on Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. Pre-registration is
required via e-mail, listing the elements you wish to take
and your phone number. You may pre-register or get
additional information via e-mail to info -at- w4nc.org,
attention Dale Mierisch WB9SZL. Replace -at- with the
usual symbol. Other dates/times will be published as we
schedule them.
Dale Mierisch WB9SZL
Session Manager - Forsyth Amateur Radio Club
1-336-766-9675

Secretary: Tom Gallagher, N4IOZ
Treasurer: Henry Heidtmann, W2DZO
Newsletter Editor: Don Edwards, WS4NC
To join our list server send a blank email to
w4nc-subscribe@egroups.com

Hamfest Update
Saturday, June 11, 2011, 8am-2pm

READ ME!

The board and several members met on Monday March 28 over at
Summit School to begin the process of working out the logistics of
our hamfest in the the new location. We walked, talked and planned
our way into what we think is going to be one of the best hamfest
we've hosted in recent years. In fact, we have already had several

All content is Copyright 2011 by Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club, Inc, unless otherwise noted. Permission is given to
reproduce for non-commercial purposes provided proper
credit is given. If you would like to help support the newsletter
with an ad, please contact Don Edwards (email:
ws4nc@arrl.net). Ad deadlines are 7 days before the end of
the month. Rates are $50 for 12 months. Cheap!
We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many local clubs
are on our mailing list. If your club has a newsletter and
would like to trade please send us a copy.
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folks contact us for inside space! Here are some of the specifics of the
walkthrough:

Ideal Component Corporation - SK
by Don WS4NC

Load in will begin at 6pm Friday June 10 and close up at 10pm.
We will charge $5/person and collect those funds at the parking lot
entrance. Those who have full cars can go through the Athletic Center
(hereafter known as the AC) circle to drop off their people and then
return to the lot.
There will be handicapped spaces available in the AC circle.
We'll have 3 people available to help load fleamarketers in and out of
their spaces in the AC circle.
We are looking to have 3 show vehicles in the AC circle.
VE testing will be offered but only on a reserved basis- testing will be at
11am.
There will be separate lots for tailgating and general parking and those
lots will be directed by a hamfest staff member. Inside tables will be
available for $10 and power will be made available for those who need
it on a frist come first served basis. We are looking into placing 2 of our
dealers in the lobby area and 2 in the gym area.
We will have several tables next to concessions and pull out a section of
bleachers for people to sit. There will be several tables and chairs out
side for the same purpose.
The concession stand will be open and offer brerakfest snadwiches, hot
dogs burgers and chips with coff, soda and water from 8am until 2pm.
We will have 6 prizes/hour and the final prize will be awarded at
1:00pm. Our marketing will include letting folks know that they can
do their sports events, garage sales and other events in tbe morning and
still have a full hamfest to come to after that- they can enjoy breakfast,
lunch, or both!
We will need at least a dozen volunteers to make it all happen, so mark
your calendars and think about what job you might like to do
we wont saddle one person with a 6 hour shift if everyone gives a
couple hours or so.
We are in the process of securing a local computer vendor so as to be
able to open our marketing up to to a wider audience.

Sadly the economic recession has claimed another victim.
The Ideal Component Corporation has been around since
the earliest days of electricity. Teachers in particular have
relied upon Ideal Components to introduce new students
to electronic parts. Take the Ideal Resistor for example.
Using the Ideal Resistor allows the new student to quickly
understand Ohm’s Law as a simple algebraic equation;
the classic resistance equals voltage over current.
Without using Ideal Resistors the equations becomes
much more complex because factors such as the
inductance and the stray capacitance of the leads must be
included.
Ideal Components do not have stray
capacitance and inductance.
Using the simplicity of an Ideal Resistor allows the
component to be modeled as shown in Fig. 1 A below.
Unfortunately non-Ideal resistors appear in the circuit as
shown in Fig. 1 B. The same calculation for e/i is shown
in Fig. 1 C. Such complexity can be overwhelming to the
beginner. Other traditionally simple components as
capacitors and inductors will have equally difficult
calculations.
Science teacher Tom Gallagher N4IOZ said “This may so
traumatize young students who do not have some
mathematical maturity as to drive them into becoming
English Majors or perhaps even specializing in such
obscure occupations such as Medieval French
Literature.”

A.

=
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Other ideas? Let us know- we want you involved- this is going to be a
great time! send email to hamfest@w4nc.org if you have ideas, want
to make reservations or get involved with the committee.

B.

C.

The Ideal Component Corporation as it appeared
in 1926.
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Figure 1. A is the Ideal Resistor. B is the equivalent
circuit of real world resistors. C is the required
formula in polar form.

WB4MSG MAELSTROM

Continued from page 1

Most of us have seen a Van de
Graf generator. Basically a Van
de Graf generator is a large
metal sphere located at the top
of an insulating tube. Inside the
tube is a belt turned by a motor.
The belt is made of some
insulating material such as
rubber. A source of charge is at
the bottom of the belt and
charges move to the belt and are
carried to the top of the Van de
Graf generator where they are
picked off and stored on the Van de Graf generator
metal sphere.
above.
The earth

results of this as noise, especially on lower frequencies.
For fun try connecting a well insulated antenna directly
into the input of an audio amplifier. (Do this only during
good weather!) If you listen for some time you will hear a
number of tones, bizarre screaming sounds and even
whistling noises. These are called “spherics”. There are
several designs for detecting spherics to determine how
far lightning storms are away. Although it's tube-based, a
really good design for this appeared in March, 1959
Scientific American.

The ionospheric high voltage charge has some interesting
implications. There is an average charge of 100 volts for
every meter above ground, but upon certain conditions
this charge can be as high as 3 KV per foot. Normally
grounding an antenna drains off this static charge that
accumulates.
Not grounding an antenna can have
equivalent below. From
unfortunate
consequences,
not the least of which is
The earth can actually form a Sci. American, May, 1957.
accidentally grounding the antenna through your body.
Van de Graf generator of a
Because of the small current it's not lethal but, as a number
slightly different form; a sphere
of hams can attest, it can be most exciting. Grounding an
within a sphere. The earth
antenna also serves to dissipate the ions in the air, which
forms the negative electrode,
makes the local area less conductive and therefore less
the lower atmosphere is the
likely to be the source of a lightning strike. A well
insulating medium and the
grounded tower serves the same function as a lightning
ionosphere forms the positive
rod – it reduces the likelihood of a strike.
terminal. The function of the
moving belt is provided by
1
Everything above is based upon well known science. The
moving thunderstorms.
next step requires some speculation. The sphere-withinAt any particular time there are 2,000 to 6,000 a-sphere formed by the earth and the ionosphere also
thunderstorms going on somewhere on earth. The forms a resonate cavity. The exact resonate frequency
average charge developed in the ionosphere is in the requires assumptions about the relative distances between
neighborhood of 360,000 volts.2 The voltage would be the spheres, the ionization of the ionosphere, and weather
3
much higher but the poor insulation of air results in about conditions. One controversial calculation results in an
200 ohms of resistance. This means that there is a estimation of resonance around 1.925 MHz. Because the
constant leakage current of around 1,800 amperes. This size of the earth is so large this forms a resonate cavity of
leakage current results in about 648 Megawatts being very high Q. Remember this thought.
constantly dissipated around the earth. You can hear the
In an excited tuned circuit of very high Q voltages can also
become very high. Think of a wine glass which rings
when it is tapped. If you could tap the wine glass at the
exact frequency where it rings the vibrations will be
reinforced at each peak and the amplitudes will soon get
so high that the wine glass shatters.

On the left charge distributions within a thunderstorm. On
the right is a model of the equivalent circuit of the earth.
From Sci. American, May, 1957.
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Now let's consider an old-fashioned carbon-arc lamp.
Carefully connect a 1000 watt heater, a 20-Amp fuse and
two carbon rods in series and connect to 117 VAC. If you
separate the carbon rods a short distance a self-sustaining
arc occurs that is so bright that it must be safely viewed
only through a welder's helmet. The arc is sustained
because the air between the carbon rods becomes ionized

WB4MSG MAELSTROM
Continued from page 4
and therefore conductive. The AC line supplies a
constant power source and if the rods are advanced as
they burn off the light will continue until the carbon rods
are completely consumed. Air, once ionized, is highly
conductive.
Remember that there are two to five thousand thunder
storms happening on earth at any one moment? This
creates a massive source of energy that can keep the
ionosphere constantly charged.
Now we can get to WB4MSG Gene Bowman.
WB4MSG loves to operate on 160 meters, especially
during contests, and especially around 1.925 MHz. Gene
has a large number of receiving antennas tuned to the
middle of the 160-meter band. Twice now, Gene has
been the “ground zero” of a lightning strike, though
fortunately not while actually operating. If the
speculation about the resonance frequency of the earth is
correct4, and if Gene continues to operate at 1.925 MHz,
he risks starting a self-sustaining lightning strike similar
to a carbon arc lamp. This continuous lightning strike
will be very difficult, possibly impossible, to extinguish
due to the high Q of the earth and the power source of
constant lightning storms somewhere on earth at all
times.
If this continuous strike (aka The Big Spark) starts it will
not stay located at the Bowman residence. Winds and
weather patterns will move the “Big Spark” around the
country destroying everything in its path. FEMA
estimates that the damage will be in the trillions of
dollars. The NWS will have to devote scarce resources to
prediction of where the Big Spark will be moving during
the next few hours. Emergency services will have to
evacuate the predicted path of the Big Spark. Should the
Big Spark move to unpredicted areas the loss of life will
be incalculable.
Electrical currents are affected by magnetic fields and the
earth has a large magnetic field. In the early years the Big
Spark will be affected more by weather patterns than the
earth's magnetic field. Eventually though, the favored
path followed by the Big Spark will be the magnetic
equator. As the years progress, this preferred path will
result in a burned area a few hundred yards wide that
circles the globe. This path of destruction will be so great
as to be observable from space. It has been proposed to
call this the “Bowman Belt” to immortalize the Big
Spark's nefarious creator.
The EPA, FEMA, the NWS and The National Science
Advisory Board have all joined together and appealed to
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WB4MSG’s better nature to voluntarily refrain from
operating on 160 Meters. Apparently faLling on deaf
ears they have now asked the FCC to enjoin WB4MSG
from operating on 1.925 MHZ. As of April 1 the FCC has
not replied.
Footnotes:
1. May, 1957 Scientific American
2. April, 1953 Scientific American
3. This assumes the very small inductance of 1.0518 pH. This is controversial mainly
because WS4NC had to really reach to make this resonate at 1.95 MHZ.
4. It’s not.

The Power of Elmer!

Continued from page 1

again to look into the garage and Bill was talking on the
radio equipment. He caught a glimpse of me and stepped
out to invite me in. I was in awe! Bill was talking to a
station in Germany and from that moment on I was
hooked for life.
I learned Morse Code and Bill helped me to study for my
first license. In those days we didn't have Volunteer
Examiners. You had to take your test at an FCC approved
location or field office. It wasn't quite as "instant" as it is
today with the ULS and VE system we have now. It was
agony waiting for weeks to get your license back in the
mail!
Bill helped me to build my first CW transmitter out of old
WWII parts he had in his garage. I watched Bill take the
screws out of an old FT-243 military crystal and remove
the quartz from it's spring. He used pumice stone and oil
to grind on the quartz, put it back into the holder, and the
frequency had magically moved into the 40 meter novice
band.
Because of "Elmers" like Bill, I moved on to get a Novice
License in 1961 (WN4DBJ), a General License the next
year, a Advanced License years later, and I am still
enjoying the wonderful hobby of Amateur Radio as a
Extra Class even today.
Of course, there were many other "Elmers" that helped to
shape my life! Paul Sturdivant, K4FYY, who took me to
my first Winston Salem Amateur Radio Club meeting in
1963. Wally Bernath, K4UAS, who helped me tune up
my first Heathkit receiver. David Shoaf, now K4DBS,
my best friend in school with whom I swapped answers
during tests by tapping out morse code with a pencil on
my desk! . . . and no one ever knew.
Continued on page 6

The Power of Elmer!, Continued from page 6

These people helped to set the course of my interest, my
life, and my future career!
Today we need "Elmers" like these people more than ever.
The Amateur Radio population is shrinking and the newer
generations don't see the need for communication over
radio because of the Cell Phones and Computers in their
lives. I think that if more hams would get involved and
become the "Elmer" down the street, it would make a real
difference in the Amateur Radio community, and maybe
someone's life.
Get involved! Help someone get a license! Become an
"Elmer"! Get more out of your hobby and help the guy
down the street too!
by J R Minor, K4GW

ARES Announcements
Eric WK4CW
Our ARES group in Forsyth County is currently preparing for an
active and exciting year in 2011. We are in the process of collecting
information from hams wishing to participate with ARES this year.
There will be several important emergency preparedness and public
service events going on, two of which will take place in April. The MS
Society has requested the assistance of hams for the MS Walk held at
the Fourth of July park in Kernersville on Saturday, April 16th. We
need approximately 6-8 hams to participate.
The local Emergency Management office will be holding a drill on
Saturday, April 30, and they have requested that Amateur Radio
participate. Public service events such as the Three Mountain
Madness bicycle event that will take place on June 4th are great
opportunities to showcase amateur radio to the public. Those that wish
to participate with ARES must register, which is filling out a piece of
paper with your basic contact information. Other than that, all that is
required is a valid amateur radio license and a will to serve.

ARES/RACES or need information on the program, feel free to
contact me at wk4cw@w4nc.org. Thanks and look forward to working
with everyone this year.
ARES MEMBERS - 29
NIMS CERTIFIED- 9
TRAINING SESSIONS - 5 (MARCH)
PUBLIC SERVICE EVENTS - 0
EMERGENCY ACTIVATIONS - 0

***EOC DRILL UPDATE***
The Forsyth County EOC Drill will be held on Saturday April 30th,
2011. The local Emergency Management office has requested the
assistance of ham radio operators to provide contingency and support
communications. It is an all day event ( 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.) and we will
need hams to be deployed and stationed throughout various parts of
Forsyth County.
The event is split into two shifts (morning, afternoon) and will require
approximately 20 hams for each shift. The particulars are still
unknown at this time, but I expect it to be an intense yet informative
event. We will be experimenting with voice as well as data modes, so I
recommend downloading Ham Radio Deluxe along with Digital
Master 780 ( free download online ) as they provide software
necessary for PSK-31, MFSK 16, MT-63 (2000) and Olivia (1000,
2000, 2 tone ) as these will be the primary data modes in use during the
drill.
This will be an excellent opportunity for those wishing to test out their
EMCOMM capability, as well as demonstrate the capability of
amateur radio to our served agencies as well as the general public. Jim
Mansfield, WA4NOT, is the planning liaison for this event, and he
along with myself will be contacting ARES and FARC members in the
coming days to coordinate schedules and availability. Jim Mansfield
can be reached at wa4not@arrl.net and I can be reached at
wk4cw@arrl.net or by landline at 336-231-4182. Please contact us for
questions as well as availability.
73's
Eric Bowen - WK4CW
ARES Emergency Coordinator

There is also a RACES program which membership requirements
include being an ARES member in addition to having taken the four
required NIMS courses (IS 100.a, IS 200.a, IS 700.a, IS 800.b, found
a t h t t p : / / w w w. f e m a . g o v / e m e rg e n c y /
nims/NIMSTrainingCourses.shtm).

What’s New with Carl, N4PAA?

In Forsyth County, we have a distinction between ARES and RACES,
and RACES members will be the first to be called upon during an
ARES activation that requires working with served agencies ( Red
Cross, FEMA, Civil Defense, etc.) I always urge ARES members to
complete the NIMS training, as it allows you to be utilized in full
capacity if needed.

N4PAA Carl had a new project at work with TE Connectivity
(formerly Tyco Electronics) and was getting excited that the corporate
automation group had this project with top priority. It was going to
have several "flexible automation" elements - industrial robots - in it.
From Carl’s email “It was going to be my first robotic machine and I
was looking forward to getting it built and in production as quickly as
possible.

Our weekly ARES net is on Thursday evenings at 8:30 p.m. on the
W4NC 145.470 ( PL 100) Sauratown Mountain repeater (Echolink
420473) and we encourage all hams to participate. In your spare time,
experiment with different modes of communication as well as power
sources and antenna arrangements to get ideas on what may or may not
work during communications emergencies. Our main goal is to be
prepared for whatever may arise, and be able to provide accurate and
reliable communication when it's needed most. If you wish to join
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By Carl, N4PAA

“Then came the announcement of an 8:30 AM meeting on the last day
of the fiscal quarter - except I was told to go to a different meeting in a
conference room. It didn't take long to figure that out as the whole HR
team was there. If you have worked in any manufacturing operation,
you know the routine. In all 34 people in my ex-division were laid off,
5 of us in my old plant.
“I was planning to retire at the end of the year, and with the severance
package, I get paid until then. I just had not planned to hang it up

suddenly on the last day of March. I am past the legal full retirement
age, so I am not distressed about looking for another job. With a
retirement place in process in Grayson County, VA, the slow "get
things done on weekends" time table suddenly changed. Now I have to
worry that my "Honey do" list will more than fill in the former go to
work time. I'll be spending a lot more time up there working on the
place and less time down here in the flatlands. That will make it
difficult to do net reports and take my turn at net control.
“It will take a while for the new life style to sink in. Somehow not
fixing my lunch before eating breakfast just doesn't seem right. I don't
think it will take long to not miss the alarm clock going off at 5 AM. So
if I seem to be missing from the morning "going to work" rag chew on
547 or am not around on net nights, it is because I'm "retired" and
working on the new place up in Virginia. I'll be around working on the
Kernersville place, mowing lawn, etc, so I won't be completely out of
the area for awhile. And since the Pine Mountain place is on the south
side of the mountain at 2700 feet, I can still get into the 547 repeater
from there - once I have the electricity into the place and a shack set up
again. I just won't be around full time anymore - sort of slowly fading
away.”
Carl Brown - N4PAA
Now for ARES Reports:
By Carl, N4PAA
March 10, 2011 - Forsyth County ARES Net Report
Net Started - 8:30 PM. Net Control - N4PAA Carl.

Check ins - 18. Stations were KG4JWU Steven, KJ4ENM Ed,
KG4FGC Ken, WF4DD WFU Club, AK4D Terry, W4KG Steve,
WA8IHW Jack, WA4NOT Jim, WB9SZL Dale, NA4P Fred,
WB4QXG Fred, N4PAA Carl, WA4ZKI Jerry, KJ4UFG John,
KC4WSK Van, WK4CW Eric, KE4ZFN Bryce and KC8OEX Terry.
There was no traffic this evening.
KG4FGC Ken announced there will be a Basic Spotter training class
on March 24 and the Advanced Spotter training course on March 29 at
the Kernersville Fire and Rescue Center, 316 W. Bodenhamer Street in
Kernersville. Both classes are from 7 to 9 PM. The WF4DD net will
follow this net later this evening.
Our EC - WK4CW Eric held the formal ARES meeting. He reminded
us of the Forsyth County EOC drill being planned for April 30. He
called on our liaison man for this event - WA4NOT Jim to give us some
more details. If you can help with this event, please e-mail either Jim
(wa4not@arrl.net) or Eric (wk4cw@arrl.net) with the time that you can
work. You need NIMS certification for this event. The Three Mountain
Madness event will be on June 4 this year. Keep both dates open on your
calendars. Net Control also informed us of Extra Class License class
sessions every Sunday afternoon from 4 to 6 PM on the GSO 145.15
repeater.
Formal Session - 24 minutes. Informal Session - 12. Total time - 36
minutes.

Check ins - 19. Stations were WK4CW Eric, WA4NOT Jim, KA4JRL
Jason, KG4JWU Steven, KG4FGC Ken, KJ4ENM Ed, AK4D Terry,
KD4CFS Hubert, W4KG Steve, NA4P Fred, WF4DD WFU Club,
KC8OEX Terry, WA4ZKI Jerry, KE4ZFN Bryce, WB4QCM Bruce,
KC4WSK Van, KD4ENV Ron, WB4QXG Fred and N4PAA Carl.
There was no traffic this evening.
AK4D Terry announced that the FARC meeting will be this coming
Monday, March 14 at the Red Cross Chapter house. The program will
be presented by WB9SZL Dale on the FARC repeater system.
KG4FGC Ken announced that the WF4DD net will follow this net this
evening. He also announced that there will be a Skywarn Basic Spotter
Training Class on March 24 followed by the Advanced Spotter
Training Class on March 29 at the Kernersville Fire and Rescue
Station at 316 W. Bodenhamer Road in Kernersville. Both classes are
from 7 to 9 PM.
Our EC - WK4CW Eric held the formal ARES meeting. There is a big
EOC drill in the works for April 30. More details will follow as they get
worked out. Since this is a "served agency" drill, NIMS certification
will be required for operators. Eric encouraged us to all work on
getting our NIMS certifications done in time for this drill. A regular
ARES event will be the Three Mountain Madness event all day on
June 4. Eric reminded us of the Charlotte Hamfest this Saturday. He
also enlightened us that the 440 band is in danger of being sold to
commercial interests and that individuals should contact their
congressperson protesting the elimination of the 440 band. For more
info, contact Eric at wk4cw@arrl.net.
Formal Session - 28 minutes. Informal Session - 11. Total time - 39
minutes.

March 24, 2011 - Forsyth County ARES Net Report
Net Started - 8:30 PM. Net Control - WK4CW Eric.
Check ins - 18. Stations were WA4NOT Jim, KG4FGC Ken, KD4ENV
Ron, AK4D Terry, WD4LSS Bill, WB9SZL Dale, N4PAA Carl,
WA4ZKI Jerry, KC4WSK Van, NA4P Fred, WF4DD WFU Club,
KA4JRL Jason, N0KTY John, AF4XC Ed, KE4ZFN Bryce,
WB4QCM Bruce, KD4AWI John and WK4CW Eric.
There was no traffic this evening.
NA4P Fred announced that the WF4DD net will follow this net this
evening.
KG4FGC Ken announced that there will be a Skywarn Advanced
Spotter Training Class on March 29 at the Kernersville Fire and Rescue
Station at 316 W. Bodenhamer Road in Kernersville. The class is from
7 to 9 PM.
Our EC - WK4CW Eric held the formal ARES meeting. There is a big
EOC drill in the works for April 30. This drill will be in two shifts morning from 8 to 12 and afternoon from 12 to 5. The actual event is
still being planned. We will need to man the EOC, Red Cross Chapter
House, and various sites around the county. Since this is a "served
agency" drill, NIMS certification will be required for operators. Eric
encouraged us to all work on getting our NIMS certifications done in
time for this drill. The courses are free, on line, and there is a link to
them from the ARES page of the FARC web site. A regular ARES event
will be the Three Mountain Madness event all day on June 4. For more
info, contact Eric at wk4cw@arrl.net.
Formal Session - 38 minutes. Informal Session - 12. Total time - 50
minutes.

Mar. 17, 2011 - Forsyth County ARES Net Report
Net Started - 8:30 PM. Net Control - KC8OEX Terry.
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March 31, 2011 - Forsyth County ARES Net Report
Net Started - 8:30 PM. Net Control - WA4NOT Jim.

Editor’s Corner

Check ins - 16. Stations were WK4CW Eric, KD4ENV Ron, KG4FGC
Ken, WF4DD WFU Club, AK4D Terry,WB9SZL Dale, N4PAA Carl,
NA4P Fred, KC8OEX Terry, WA4ZKI Jerry, KF4EOD Mike,
KC4WSK Van, KE4ZFN Bryce, KG4JWU Steven, KA4JRL Jason
and WA4NOT Jim.

First - best wishes to Carl, N4PAA on his retirement. His ARES
Reports are one of the first read items in the Newsletter. Carl has been
a mainstay of the Newsletter for years. And we all wish he and Edie
the best - but he will still be in reach of 145.47 so we can’t let him get
away too easy!

There was no traffic this evening.
KG4FGC Ken announced the WF4DD net will start at 9 PM or after
this net concludes - which ever is later.

I’m still playing with the Newsletter layout, at least in its printed form.
If you are reading the Newsletter on the web, other than a slightly
larger font, the only changes you will notice is that it is now 8 pages
rather than 6. But if you get the Newsletter by mail or pick it up at the
Club meeting you will notice that it is now printed on 11 X 17 paper
with 4 pages per sheet, at least this month. There was so much this
month it was hard to fit it all in! Just because the Hamfest article on
page 2 is in 10 pt. font don’t skip over it!

KC8OEX informed us that he had discovered why Skywarn training
should be renewed every two years. He attended the classes in K-ville
and was surprised at how much the training had changed and been
improved.
Our EC - WK4CW Eric held the formal ARES meeting. There is a big
EOC drill in the works for April 30. This will be a two shift all day
event, with a morning shift from 8 to noon and an afternoon shift from
noon to 5 PM. Eric could use 10 operators per shift or 20 over the
course of the day. Some stations will be relay stations, so that job could
be done from home. More details to follow. Since this is a "served
agency" drill, NIMS certification will be required for operators. Eric
encouraged us to all work on getting our NIMS certifications done in
time for this drill. These coursed can be found at
www.fema.gov\emergency\nims and are the 100A, 200A, 700A and
800B. A regular ARES event will be the Three Mountain Madness
event all day on June 4. Operators will be needed all day for this events
and NIMS certification is not required. For more info, contact Eric at
wk4cw@arrl.net.
Formal Session - 33 minutes. Informal Session - 14. Total time - 47
minutes.
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Last month several people mentioned that mailing the Newsletter with
64-cents postage seemed excessive. I thought so too. The Post Office
now requires 20-cents additional postage on the plastic envelopes. I
did not know that until I was at the PO with the addressed envelopes.
For legal reasons (we were voting on a change in the by-laws) the
Newsletter had to go out on that day. A few extra of the courtesy copies
that go to other clubs were already in the plastic envelopes. It was too
much trouble to remove them. The extra postage did prompt a few
people to request the Newsletter by email rather than by US Mail.
Besides the cost, which is considerable, email saves a lot of wear-andtear on the Newsletter editor. No printing, folding, licking-andsticking.
Many thanks to contributors Jerry K4GW, Carl N4PAA (every
month!) Dale WB9SZL, Henry W2DZO and Eric WK4CW.
Don WS4NC
Newsletter Editor

FEBRUARY MEETING
Tech Chairman Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL gave the program
on the club repeaters complete with pictures and a video
tour. Details were given on how to access some of the
lesser-known features of the W4NC repeaters. Those
details are summarized below

FARC Repeater User Commands
by Dale WB9SZL
The Forsyth Amateur Radio Repeaters are configured to
“host” a number of User Commands. Prior to issuing each
command, please assure:
a.
b.
c.

The repeater is not busy/free from traffic.
You are in range of the repeater.
Identify yourself prior to issuing any User Command.

The 145.47 Sauratown repeater also contains a digital voice
recorder (DVR) with 7 seconds of recording capacity. This
allows stations to listen to their own audio by first
identifying, punching 725* then unkeying, waiting for the
controller to say “start test now,” then keying up and talking
for up to 7 seconds. After unkeying the repeater will play
back your 7 second transmission.
Useful touch tone features:
·

725*

·

375

·
·
·
·
·
·

400
4001
4000
*
#
xxx

·

911

Repeater will record your signal then play it back to
you (145.47 only)
Touch tone PAD test (type DTMF test code
sequence) then hit keys to test
Repeater will read the time of day
Enable Link (444.275 and 146.64 repeaters)
Disable Link (444.275 and 146.64 repeaters)
Autopatch enable (146.64 only)
Autopatch disable(146.64 only)
Speeddial (Autopatch) where xxx is between (600 –
899)
Emergency speed-dial (After 911 Operator answers,
the describe the situation, identify yourself with
your name and call, and

In the event that the repeater is experiencing interference or
intermodulation (intermod), please precede your DTMF
tone with a “D”. (i.e. D400 for the time).
146.64 REPEATER
AUTOPATCH PROCEDURES
Version: Mar11
March 1, 2011
Autopatch: Autopatch is an automatic “linking-system”
between the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
and the 2 meter 146.64 MHz FARC Repeater. Autopatch
can be invoked either manually or via a “pre-stored”
(telephone) known as a SpeedDial Number. Most members

request their home telephone number to be programmed
as their SpeedDial number. SpeedDial numbers are a
privilege extended to all FARC club members and can be
received upon request.
If you desire a SpeedDial number, or have a change to your
current telephone number, please contact WB9SZL.
When using the Autopatch facility. Please remember:
FARC Autopatch is for local calls only. To identify your
transmission at the beginning and end of each Autopatch
session. Please make sure your signal is “solid into the
repeater” before attempting an Autopatch. If your signal is
marginal, the repeater tone decoders will be unable to
successfully complete your call. The Autopatch timer is
limited to 3 minutes. Key your mic at least every 90
seconds, so the Autopatch won't time-out with inactivity.
The FARC Autopatch facility is provided to the Amateur
community for NON-Business calls.
AUTOPATCH PROCEDURES
MANUAL DIAL Example
(Note: Perform this operation in one transmission)
Press your Push-to-talk (PTT) button, Say: “W4ABC Autopatch”,
Press: * 7 2 3 7 3 8 8 on your keypad
Now release your PTT button
Repeater will say:
Telephone will ring

“Autopatch 723 7388”

Once your party answers, press your PTT, to carry on your
conversation
Press # (to terminate your Autopatch)
Repeater will say: “Autopatch completed at 8:16pm, Please ID”
Identify as: “ W4ABC Autopatch complete”

SPEED-DIAL Example:
(Note: Perform this operation in one transmission - XXX = speeddial number)
Press your Push-to-talk button, Say: “YOUR CALL Autopatch”,
Press: XXX on your keypad
Now release your PTT button
Repeater will say: “SpeedCall to WB9SZL”
Telephone will ring
Once your party answers, press your PTT, to carry on your
conversation
Press # (to terminate your Autopatch)
Repeater will say “Autopatch completed at 6:02 p.m., please ID
Identify as “YOUR CALL Autopatch complete”
Continued on next page
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Comments: Changes and updates to SpeedDial numbers
will be made on a periodic basis. New SpeedDial lists will
be available at selected FARC Club meetings and
published in selected FARC newsletters.
If you have questions regarding the use of the Autopatch,
or optional repeater functions, please contact Dale
WB9SZL, on 146.64 MHz, via email at
wb9szl@triad.rr.com, or leave a message at: 1-336-7669675.

2011 NORTH CAROLINA QSO PARTY
As of this writing we have recieved 130 logs from all over
the world for the North Carolina QSO Party. The log
deadline is coming up soon and then we will begin the
process of sorting and scoring the logs.
Thanks once again to all the operators and clubs
thoughout the state and country who have stepped up to
sponsor a plaque. As in the past we will try to have the
awards available for the Dayton Hamvention and but
certainly by the Winston-Salem Classic Hamfest.

Southeast Ham Radio Calendar
April, 2011
4 FARC QRP Night, contact WS4NC for details
9 Memphis FreeFest maraonline.org abrigno@comcast.net 901372-2738
11 FARC General Meeting Night Red Cross
16 Catawba Valley Hamfest, www.cvhamfest.org
16 Flamingo Net/UMARC Free Flea www.FlamingoNet.8m.net
wa4tej@juno.com 305-264-4465 (days)
18 FARC Board Meeting
23 Raleigh Hamfest, NC ARRL State Convention
www.rars.org/hamfest k4hf@arrl.net 919-872-6555
25 FARC Contestor’s/PVRC MEETING, W2DZO for details
30 Great Hagerstown Hamfest w3cwc.org dilbert@wildblue.net
301-432-2358
Unconfirmed from 2010Third Saturday, April 2010 Catawba Valley HF, Morganton, NC
Fourth Saturday, April, 2010 Calhoun HF, Sugar Valley, GA
May, 2011
3 FARC QRP Night, contact WS4NC for details
7 Upstate Hamfest, SC ARRL State Convention
upstatehamfest.com jrustyref@bellsouth.net 864-398-1989
9 FARC General Meeting Night Red Cross
14 Ellijay Hamfest www.ngamtn.com/w4hhh/index.php
ke4gc@arrl.net 770-597-7005
14 Rockingham County ARC Swapfest www.rcarc.com
wn4lty@rcarc.com 336-635-1261
16 FARC Board Meeting
20 Dayton Hamvention 2011 www.hamvention.org/
info@hamvention.org 937-276-6930

23 FARC Contestor’s/PVRC MEETING, W2DZO for details
28 WormFest 2011 www.thewormholesociety.org/ ag4qx@arrl.net
813-837-3833
30 Fifth Monday!
Unconfirmed from 2010First Saturday, May, 2010 Big Sandy ARC HF, Louisa, KY
www.bsarc.org
Second Saturday, May, 2010 Heart Of Ga HF, Byron, GA
www.wa4ort.com
Second Saturday, May, 2010 Tailgate Party, Clarksville, TN
www.wf4l.org
Second Saturday, May, 2010 Johnson Co. ARC, Mountain City, TN
erikwi@yahoo.com
Last Saturday, May, 2010 DurHamFest, Bahama, NC
www.dfma.org
Second Thursday - Friday, May, 2010 Charlotte, NC Hamfest
June, 2011
7 FARC QRP Night, contact WS4NC for details
11 Tennessee ARRL State Convention www.w4bbb.org
d.bower@ieee.org 865-631-7553
11 Winston-Salem Classic Hamfest Classic2011.w4nc.org
Classic2011@w4nc.org 336-245-5740
11 Bronco Club Pig Pickin' Picnic & Tailgating
www.qrz.com/db/wf4rc kg4bki@yahoo.com 757-242-9066
13 FARC General Meeting Night Red Cross
20 FARC Board Meeting
27 FARC Contestor’s/PVRC MEETING, W2DZO for details
Unconfirmed from 2010First Thursday, June, 2010 Atlanta HF GA Section Convention
www.atlantahamfest.com
First Saturday, June, 2010 Carter Co. HF Olive Hill, KY
kd4dze@arrl.net
Second Saturday, June 2010 Knoxville TN HF www.w4bbb.org
Second Sunday, June 2010 VA Hams HF Manassa, VA
www.w4ovh.com
Third Thursday - Sunday, June, 2010 YLISSB Convention,
Columbia, SC www.ylsystem.org
Third Saturday, June, 2010 DownEast HF, Kinston, NC 252-5232703
July, 2011
5 FARC QRP Night, contact WS4NC for details
11 FARC General Meeting Night Red Cross
18 FARC Board Meeting
25 FARC Contestor’s/PVRC MEETING, W2DZO for details
Unconfirmed from 2010Second Saturday, July, 2010 Rowan HF, Salisbury, NC
www.rowanars.org
Third Saturday, 2010 MidSummer Swapfest, Cary, NC
www.qsl.net/n4nc
Third Saturday??, July, 2010 MCARC HF Athens, TN Third
Saturday, July, 2010 Cary NC Swapfest Fourth Saturday, July,
2010 Western Carolina HF, Waynesville, NC
www.wcars.org/hamfest
Last Saturday, July, 2010 Roanoke VA (Vinton, VA) HF
k4wfo@arrl.net
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